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There are some excellent beers to be enjoyed at the clubhouse while you relax from the holiday excitement. 

Come out and try them while still available and keep an eye out for the upcoming highlights described below! 

Thomas Hooker Brewery began in 2003 as the brewing arm of the Trout Brook Brew Pub in Hartford CT. It 
gets its name from the great colonial leader and founder of Hartford, the Rev. Thomas Hooker. A Puritan born in Leicestershire, 

England, he escaped Nonconformity by emigrating to Holland and then New England in 1636. However, he does not appear to have 
been a brewer! The production brewery was established in nearby Bloomfield CT in 2007 and a brewpub in the old Colt Firearms 
factory in 2017. Although well known for their quality ales and lagers, highly rated Thomas Hooker has a limited distribution area of 

CT, PA, and MA. Their highest rated offering is the Thomas Hooker #NOFILTER American IPA, a juicy New England style IPA 
“dry hopped with a massive amount of Citra and Mosaic”. Exceptionally smooth and well balanced, this deceptive 7% ABV IPA is 

very easy going and refreshing. 

Clemens Veltins pursued his brewing education for 6 years, including time in Milwaukee, before purchasing a small gasthaus 
brewery in Grevenstein in Upper Sauerland in 1852. From these small beginnings, he constructed a new brewery in 1883; bought a 

steam and ice machine, and shortly thereafter, full electric power. Twin sons Carl and Anton took over in 1893, providing the 
brewery its current name, C & A Veltins. The brewery has been operated by female descendants since 1964; Rosemarie Veltins ran 
operations for 30 years and handed over control to daughter Susanne, the great-great-granddaughter of the founder. The uniquely 

soft water sourced from the Homert Nature Park in Hochsauerland provides an excellent base for lager production. The easy 
drinking Grevensteiner Original is a Kellerbier, a rather old, somewhat rare, and unique German beer style that is becoming 
popular among American lager brewers. The beer is matured in deep vaults while being unbunged, meaning the beer is slightly 

exposed. The final product is a smooth, naturally cloudy lager that's rich in vitamins from the yeast. The Grevensteiner exhibits a 
silky soft amber color and has a smooth, velvety head. Despite its intense and slightly malty, sweet taste, Grevensteiner is still 

noticeably tangy and elegant. At a mild 5.2% ABV and 18 IBUs of Hallertauer hops, this is a classic of the style.  

John Briggs continues to make some fine beers at Lancaster City’s own Wacker Brewery. The Wacker F&M Porter is deep and 

dark with a touch of fig and molasses to make things interesting. Chewy and dry at 5.0% ABV. 

The storied history of Anchor Brewing traces back to the California gold rush, when German brewer Gottlieb Brekle arrived in San 
Francisco with his family. In 1871, he bought an old beer and billiards saloon on Pacific Street near Russian Hill for $3,500; 

transforming it into the American Brewery which, twenty-five years later, would be renamed Anchor Brewing Co. However, after 
surviving the devastating fire and Prohibition, by 1965 Anchor was dragging bottom. When washing machine scion Fritz Maytag 
learned that the makers of his favorite beer were soon to close up shop, he purchased a controlling share and saved the brewery; 

inadvertently inaugurating the microbrewing revolution. In 1971, he began bottling the iconic Anchor Steam, an ale/lager hybr id that 
is one of America’s few indigenous beers. Brewed since 1975, Anchor Christmas Ale is a subtly spiced and sumptuously smooth 
winter warmer with a deceptive 6.9% ABV. With a heavily guarded, confidential recipe, Christmas Ale is a highly anticipated 

seasonal delight with a complex full flavor, packed with toasty cocoa notes, roasted malts and aromas of resinous pine. Its special 
ingredients lend rich flavors of brûléed sugars, holiday spices and freshly baked banana bread with a velvety finish. This wonderful 

ale captures the essence of holiday beers. 

The folks up at New Trail in Williamsport continue to knock out some fine ales. New Trail Goggles is a Hazy Double IPA focusing 
on some of the brewer’s favorite hops. Brewed with a mixture of wheats and oats, it’s “heavy handedly hopped with Galaxy and 

Citra. Goggles is excessively fruity and dank and a bit stiff at 8.8% ABV. 

Workhorse Brewing Company is new 70,000 square foot facility in nearby King of Prussia that features a 30 barrel brewery.  It ’s the 
creation of local entrepreneurs Dan Hershberg and Peter Fineberg which was kicked off by meeting with the folks at well-regarded 

Rhinegeist Brewery in Cincinnati. They then brought on brewer Nate Olewine, who had extensive experience with Devils Backbone 
in Virginia and nearby Victory Brewing. Their portfolio balances lagers and ales, providing a range of beers that should satisfy all 

tastes. Some of their beers will be appearing soon on the Liederkranz taps! 

The Work Horse Helles is a traditional golden lager made famous by the brewers of Munich and is brewed exclusively with German 
malt and hops to produce a well-balanced beer. Subtle, malty notes reminiscent of lightly toasted bread and biscuit finish with a 

touch of spicy noble hops. A clean lager fermentation allows these raw ingredients to come together in a crisp, easy drinking 5.0% 
ABV lager. Amber lagers have a rich history in Pennsylvania, making the choice of featuring a Vienna-style lager a no-brainer. Their 
Vienna Lager is a 5.2% ABV, cold fermented beer with mild flavors of caramel and toffee blending harmoniously. IPA fans will 

appreciate the New England IPA, a 6.7% ABV blend of wheat, oats, and Pilsner malt and a “barrage of juicy American hops 
exploding with tropical fruit and citrus aromas”. This unfiltered beer employs resinous dry-hopping which helps to keep the bitterness 
levels low. On the other coast, the Work Horse 7% ABV West Coast IPA is typical of this popular style with a clean malt profile 

exhibiting biscuit and light caramel flavors. Copious amounts of hops boiled in the wort provide characteristic bitterness along with 

unique essential oils that impart fruity and citrusy flavors and aromas.   

The brewing house Faust, considered the oldest brewery in the Rhine-Main area, has operated in Miltenberg for more than 360 
years and is currently run by the fourth generation of the family. Belgian brewer Kilian Francois Mathieu Servantaine (Germanized 
Kilian Franzmathes) founded the Löwenbrauerei in 1654 in Miltenberg. In the 19th century, cooper and brewing master Johann 

Adalbert Faust joined the organization and bought out the other members in 1895. In 1921 he handed over the brewery to his son 
Gottfried. Miltenberger Dunkles Hefe Weizen has attractive aromas and flavors of caramel malt, toasted wheat, peanut shells, 



brown banana, clove and a touch of cocoa fill the nose and medium-weight mouth. Although there's a lot going on, it's all 
harmonious and well-balanced, with medium carbonation and a lightly dry, toasted-grain finish. An accommodating 5.2% ABV 

makes this a fine quaffer. 

Seven generations and almost 200 years later, the Bitburger Brewery is still in family hands and operating in this small city near the 
Our river bordering Luxembourg. The business has grown to be one of the biggest breweries in Germany, and the number one 
player in the draft beer market. Back in 1883, they became the first brewery to make a pilsner outside of the Bohemian region. The 

gently conditioned Bitburger Pils balances the unmistakable bitterness of the hops with an agreeable, mellow maltiness. Discerning 

customers always ask, “Bitte, ein Bit.” 

And remember, the current tap list is ALWAYS available at http://llkbm.surge.sh/ 

 Lancaster Liederkranz beer drinkers enjoy quality regular beers and an array of rotating items. If one of the 
beers has gone off tap, ask your bartender to suggest a similar, tasty replacement. 

Enjoy!  Lancaster Liederkranz Beer Guy - Jim Weber 

The LLK beer staff tries to satisfy customer interests at all times by providing a range of beers for disparate tastes, 
alcoholic content, and budgets. We know beer drinkers at the Liederkranz take their beer seriously! If you have 
concerns, suggestions, comments, or just wish to send ramblings on the subject, please send to Jim Weber at 
jimweber.lancaster@gmail.com or Matt Trout at matttrout44@gmail.com. Enjoy and see you at the club! 
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